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SXSW: Food Bloggers' Guide to Austin

	 

 Yesterday, a new trusty resource for Austin foodlovers and Austin-bound love-to-eaters was born: the Food Bloggers' Guide to

Austin. Coordinated by Natanya of local food blog Fete & Feast, and Kristi Willis of sustainable food blog, Austin Farm to Table,

the idea was inspiring: several Austin food bloggers will band together to develop a guide to dining in Austin, just in time for

SXSW, a time when Austin takes in film, web, and music lovers from around the globe for non-stop action.

Not only do these artists and interactive feens need sustenance and energy to get them through the day, Austin should spoil them

with the best eats and drinks around town, and with this guide, the decision-making process of where to eat should be just a little bit

easier.

Check out the guide. Visit a new restaurant. Share it with your friends that you love so much, yet once you're well into the

three-week long fest, you'll begin to question why you let them crash on your couch in the first place. They need to eat too, and this

way, you won't have to be the one to feed them! They want true Texan BBQ? We've got it covered. How about the best places to

find Asian cuisine, sustainable dining, or an upscale experience? We've got it. Trailers? Done. Austin Favorites so they can pretend

to be local? Yes. Find it all here-- your go-to one-stop-shop for finding the best eats during SXSW. Also, remember this link,

bookmark it, and use it on your phone while you're on the go! www.austinfoodlovers.com/sxswguide. Let us know what you find

useful, and where you had your best bites in Austin over the next few weeks!

And, don't forget to eat breakfast!
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